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Abstract 

 

An independent clinical assessment was compared with flow cytometry (FCM) and 

cytomorphology results obtained on 227 cerebrospinal fluids investigated for hematologic 

malignancy, in a retrospective longitudinal study with a median observation time of 11 

months. A combined method assessment (CMA), defining ‘positive’ a sample if at least 

one method gave ‘positive’ results, was also tested. Eleven out of 55 screening samples 

and 53 out of 166 follow-up samples resulted positive at clinical evaluation. FCM and CM 

were concordant with positive clinical assessment in 68.5% and 51.5% of cases, 

respectively. According to CMA, 10.5% of samples (resulting false negative by either 

FCM or cytomorphology) were rescued as true positive. FCM retained significantly higher 

accuracy than cytomorphology (p=.0065) and 100% sensitivity when at least 220 

leukocytes were acquired. CMA accuracy was higher than FCM accuracy and 

significantly higher than cytomorphology accuracy in the analysis of all samples 

(p<.0001), samples from mature B-/T-cell neoplasms (p=.0021), and samples drawn after 

intrathecal treatment (p=.0001). When acquiring ≤ 220 leukocytes, FCM accuracy was 

poor and combining cytomorphology added statistically significant diagnostic advantage 

(p=.0043). Although FCM is the best diagnostic tool for evaluating CSF, morphology 

seems helpful especially when clinically positive follow-up samples are nearly acellular. 
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Introduction 

 

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis by flow cytometry (FCM) and cytomorphology (CM) is 

currently requested to explore central nervous system (CNS) involvement by hematologic 

malignancy, both at diagnosis and during follow-up [1-11]. To date, the two methods have 

been mostly studied on CSF from newly diagnosed cases, i.e., those optimally evaluable 

samples not liable to intrathecal treatment-related damage [2-9]. In this setting, 

immunophenotype analysis is well known to guarantee the highest accuracy, morphologic 

exam still retaining an additional diagnostic value according to some authors [2,3,5-

8,11,12]. The point at issue related to CSF follow-up evaluations is possible lack of 

method accuracy due to poor cellularity and/or therapy-related cell changes [11,13]. 

Indeed, variable proportions of samples with the mentioned characteristics were arbitrarily 

excluded from the analysis as quantity not sufficient in previous reports [2-4,9-11]. 

Although CSF analysis is essential for the management of intra-thecal treatment  

schedules, the diagnostic performance of either FCM or CM in the follow-up setting is 

mostly unknown [6,10,11].  Moreover, whether the two methods retain differential 

accuracy in different diagnostic subgroups is largely undetermined [2-4,6-9].  

In the present study, we matched immunophenotype and morphology results obtained 

from the analysis of 227 CSF, mostly drawn during follow-up, with an independent clinical 

outcome in a retrospective longitudinal study, in order to compare the accuracy of the two 

methods, and to explore a combined diagnostic approach assuring the best sensitivity in 

detecting hematologic malignancy, both in all conditions and in selected clinical settings. 

 

Materials And Methods 

 

Selection Criteria 
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Among CSF analyzed by four-color FCM between 2002 and 2010, we selected those 

fulfilling each of the following criteria: (i) suspected/known hematologic malignancy at the 

time of withdrawal, (ii) CM performed on the same sample, and (iii) available follow-up 

findings for reliable retrospective clinical outcome. According to these criteria, 227 

samples from 110  patients (69 males, 41 females) were included in a database and 

retrospectively examined (Table 1). The study was carried out according with the ethical 

standards of the Institutional Committee on Human Experimentation. Each patient gave 

informed consense to lumbar puncture (LP) in the context of his/her clinical management.  

 

Sample Analysis 

 

FCM and CM were carried out in two different laboratories, in a double blind manner. A 

sample volume of whatever size was accepted. Fresh specimens were processed within 

3 hours from collection.  

 

1.  Immunophenotype 

 

Samples were processed for four color analysis as previously described for effusions [14]. 

Monoclonal antibodies were dependent on patient’s diagnosis and/or clinical history. All 

measurements were performed on a dual-laser FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton 

Dickinson, San José, CA, USA). Data were acquired with the CellQUEST software (Becton 

Dickinson), and analyzed with either CellQUEST or Paint-a-Gate softwares. Cell 

subpopulations, evaluated by means of multiparameter analysis including logical gates on 

forward scatter, side scatter, and FL1-FL4, were expressed both as number of acquired 

events and as percentages of  CD45+ events. 

 

2.  Cytomorphology 
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Samples were prepared by cytocentrifugation, using a Shandon cytospin4® (Thermo 

Shandon, Loughborough UK) at 250 rev/min for 15 min, loading every funnel with 250 µl of 

fluid. Slides were air-dried and stained with May Grünwald-Giemsa stain. When an 

opportunistic disease was clinically suspected, extra slides were alcohol-fixed for further 

appropriate stainings. 

 

Assessment Criteria 

 

Retrospective clinical outcome was expressed as positive or negative for neoplastic cells. It 

was formulated by the clinician regardless of the results obtained by FCM and CM, and 

was based on clinical follow-up retrospectively collected for each case from the electronic 

hospital patient data management system. Retrospective clinical outcome positive for 

hematologic malignancy was defined as follows: (i) evidence of monoclonal cell population 

by molecular biology on the sample itself, or (ii) presence of CNS symptoms attributable to 

the disease at the time of LP and/or signs of CNS involvement at imaging data available 

within one moth after LP and/or malignant hematopoietic cells identified by CM and/or FCM 

in CSF samples drawn within one month after LP, with/without subsequent response to 

intrathecal treatment and/or to parenteral specific treatments. Retrospective clinical 

outcome negative for hematologic malignancy was defined as follows: (i) evidence of 

polyclonal cell population by molecular biology on the sample itself, or (ii) absence of CNS 

signs/symptoms as documented by clinical/imaging data, plus negative FCM/CM on CSF 

samples drawn in the aftermath, during a follow-up of at least 3 months after LP, or (iii) 

diagnosis of non-hematologic malignancy disease by means of laboratory and coltural tests 

plus no evidence of hematologic malignancy as documented by clinical and/or imaging data 

for at least three months after LP. 
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FCM results were expressed as positive or negative for neoplastic cells (see below). CM 

results were expressed as positive (positive or uncertain results) or negative for neoplastic 

cells. A combined method assessment (CMA) was also established (positive if at least one 

method gave positive results, negative in the remaining cases). Samples with blood 

contamination were retrospectively considered not evaluable. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

 

Data were described as median and interquartile range (IQR) when continuous, and as 

absolute and relative frequency when categorical. The optimal cut-off of phenotypically 

abnormal event number for discriminating ‘positive’ FCM samples was found by 

constructing receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which were generated by 

calculating sensitivities and specificities of FCM data at several predetermined cut-off 

points on 2/3 of samples, randomly selected (testing population); the best cut-off was then 

confirmed on the remaining samples (validating population). ROC curve analysis showed 

that finding  ≥ 5 phenotypically abnormal events by FCM  identified samples with higher 

risk of being positive at retrospective clinical outcome. Sensitivity, specificity, positive 

predictive value and negative predictive value were calculated for each method, together 

with their 95% confidence intervals (95%CI). Methods accuracy comparisons (inter-

sample and inter-method) was assessed by means of a paired test (with Chi2 distribution) 

comparing the area under the ROC curves of sensitivity and specificity [15]. The 

Bonferroni correction was used for post-hoc comparisons of methods. Analyses were 

performed with the use of Stata 11 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). 

 

Results 

 

Specimens and Clinical Settings 
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In 6 cases with suspected hematologic malignancy, LP was performed in the presence of 

CNS symptoms with/without lymphoadenopathies; in the remaining cases, a hematologic 

malignancy was screened for disease localization. Sample distribution according to 

clinical setting is reported in Table 1. Fifty-five samples were drawn from newly diagnosed 

hematologic malignancy. In this setting, 14 samples (25%) were evaluated in the 

presence of CNS signs and/or symptoms, while 41 samples (75%) were evaluated in the 

context of prophylactic purposes according to the risk of CNS involvement/relapse [16-

18]. One-hundred sixty-six samples were drawn during follow-up. In this setting, 42 

samples (25.5%) were evaluated for suspected CNS relapse/progression in the presence 

of CNS signs/symptoms, while 124 samples (74.5%) were drawn according to disease-

specific schedule [CNS signs/symptoms were present in 15 (12%) and absent in 109 

(88%) cases].  

Thirty-two samples from newly diagnosed hematologic malignancy (58%) were evaluated 

only at diagnosis; in the remaining 23 cases (42%), a median of 2 (IQR 1-3) follow-up 

samples per patient was also available. One-hundred twenty-three samples were instead 

available only during follow-up (median per patient 1, IQR 1-2, range 1-17).  

 

CSF Assessment according to Clinical Follow-Up 

 

During a a median follow-up of 11 months (IQR, 6-20 months) from sample withdrawal,  

64/227 CSF samples (28%) were assessed as positive and 163/227 CSF samples (72%) 

were assessed as negative for hematologic malignancy localization by retrospective 

clinical outcome.  The distribution of positive samples according to clinical setting is 

reported in Table 2. Eleven out of 55 CSF submitted in newly diagnosed hematologic 

malignancy were retrospectively assessed as positive for acute monoblastic leukemia 

(n=1), diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) not otherwise specified (NOS) (n=5), 
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follicular lymphoma (n=1), and peripheral T-cell lymphoma NOS (n=4). Fifty-three out of 

166 CSF submitted during hematologic malignancy follow-up were assessed as positive 

for acute monoblastic leukemia (n=2), acute promyelocytic leukemia (n=9), B 

lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma (L/L) with recurrent genetic abnormalities (n=4), B 

lymphoblastic L/L NOS (n=10), B cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features 

intermediate between DLBCL and Burkitt lymphoma (n=5), DLBCL NOS (n=17), 

lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma (n=1), nodal marginal zone lymphoma (n=1), peripheral T-

cell lymphoma NOS (n=2), and T lymphoblastic L/L (n=2). 

 

Matching between FCM and CM according to retrospective clinical outcome 

 

The matching between FCM and CM could be performed in 213 cases; in the remaining 

14, the results by each or both methods were retrospectively considered not evaluable for 

blood contamination. Matching of method assessments according to retrospective clinical 

outcome is reported in Table 3. Concordant results between FCM and CM were observed 

in 181 evaluable cases (85%). One hundred fourty-five cases (68%) were true negative 

by both methods, 26 cases (12.5%) were true positive by both methods, 1 case (0.5%) 

was false positive by both methods, and 9 cases (4%) were false negative by both 

methods. The latter were samples from acute monoblastic leukemia (n=1), acute 

promyelocytic leukemia (n=1), DLBCL NOS (n=5), peripheral T-cell lymphoma NOS 

(n=1), and T lymphoblastic L/L (n=1). Discordant results between  FCM and CM were 

observed in 32 cases (15%). FCM gave false negative results in 5 cases (2.5%) with true 

positive CM. The latter were samples from acute promyelocytic leukemia (n=2), DLBCL 

NOS (n=2), and B lymphoblastic L/L with recurrent genetic abnormalities (n=1). FCM 

gave false positive results in 9 cases (4%) with true negative CM. Clinical settings and 

immunophenotype of the latter are detailed in Table 4. Four out of 9 false positive results 

by FCM were related to either occult CNS disease at diagnosis (#1,2,3) or minimal 
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residual leptomeningeal disease under effective intrathecal treatment (#8). FCM gave true 

negative results in 1 case (0.5%) with false positive CM, and true positive results in 17 

cases (8%) with false negative CM. Clinical settings and immunophenotype of the latter 

are detailed in Table 5.  

 

Inter-Method Comparisons of Accuracy  

 

Comparison with retrospective clinical outcome could be evaluated in 208 cases for CM, 

in 221 cases for FCM and in 224 cases for CMA. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive 

value, negative predictive value, and the results of inter-method comparisons of accuracy, 

both in all samples and in subsets of samples selected according to clinical interest, are 

reported in Table 6. The accuracy of CMA was significantly higher than that of CM in the 

analysis of all samples (p<.0001), follow-up samples (p<.0001), samples from patients 

with mature B-/T-cell neoplasm (p=.0021), and samples drawn after at least one 

intrathecal treatment (p=.0001). In the analysis of these samples, CM accuracy was lower 

than that of FCM. Combining methods led to higher accuracy than either CM or FCM in 

the analysis of screening samples (p=.2036), samples from patients with precursor 

lymphoid neoplasm (p=.0656) and samples from patients with acute myeloid leukemia 

and related precursor neoplasm (p=.0574). FCM accuracy was lower than CM accuracy 

when acquiring ≤ 220 (corresponding to the third tertile of distribution of) CD45+ cell 

events. In this setting, combining methods added to FCM a statistically significant 

advantage in accuracy (p=.0043). On the contrary, when acquiring > 220 CD45+ cell 

events FCM retained significantly higher accuracy than CM (p=.0065). In this setting, 

combining methods did not add to FCM any diagnostic advantage. Of note, both the 

positive and negative predictive values were high for all methods, overall and in each 

subgroup. Exceptions were  acute myeloid leukemia and related precursor neoplasm, 
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where the negative predictive values were low, and acquired CD45+ Cells  220, where 

the positive predictive values of FCM and CMA were low. 

 

Discussion 

 

Serial CSF studies represent an important criterion for the management of active CNS 

disease. However, few data are available on FCM/CM diagnostic performance in follow-

up evaluations, since a definitive categorization has been reported difficult to obtain in the 

presence of hypocellular and/or little-sized samples [6-8,10,11]. In our study the majority 

of samples were drawn during follow-up. Neither cellularity, nor previous intrathecal 

therapy, nor sample size (CSF volumes ranged from 200 to 3400 L) represented an 

exclusion criterion for the analysis. Instead, an independent clinical assessment provided 

by the planning of a retrospective longitudinal study was used, in order to test a 

diagnostic approach assuring the best sensitivity. To this end, (i) ROC curves of accuracy 

were used to establish the more appropriate number of FCM events for positive FCM, (ii) 

uncertain morphologic results were classified as positive CM, and (iii) a combined method 

assessment (i.e., a positive assessment if at least one method gave positive results) was 

sampled.  

The number of phenotypically abnormal events defining positive screening samples by 

FCM have been so far arbitrarily chosen, cut-offs of 10 to 30 events allowing FCM to 

retain higher sensitivity than CM in both prospective and retrospective studies [5-8]. By 

combining immunophenotype results with an all over independent clinical assessment, we 

identified the 5 cell event cut-off as the most accurate. In the screening setting, true 

positive FCM results, as well as false positive ones likely related to an occult CNS 

disease, displayed ≥ 20 phenotypically abnormal events, according to previous 

observations 6,19,20 . However, in one case of newly diagnosed, clinically positive acute 

monoblastic leukemia, only six CD13+ CD14- CD34+ CD56+ CD45± events were 
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observed. This is likely to suggest that, in view of a disease with frankly abnormal 

phenotype, primary neoplastic contamination should be suspected even in the presence 

of very few pathological cells. Immunophenotype diagnostic performance was confirmed 

to be higher than morphologic one  regardless the clinical setting analyzed, and found to 

reach 100% sensitivity when at least  220 leukocyte events could be analyzed [2,3,5-

8,11,12]. Moreover, follow-up FCM evaluations resulted as sensitive as screening ones, 

while follow-up morphologic evaluations did not. This is likely to indicate that intrathecal 

treatment-related cell changes do not affect immunophenotype diagnostic performance as 

much as morphologic one [11,13].  

Highest accuracy of an assessment combining immunophenotype and morphologic data 

has been so far displayed in previous studies [2,3,5-8,10,11]. According to our  combined 

method assessment, 2.5% of total samples, resulting false negative by FCM, were 

rescued by true positive CM, and 8% of total samples, resulting false negative by CM, 

were rescued by true positive FCM. CMA sensitivity was higher than that of each method, 

predominantly (although not exclusively) due to FCM contribution. In particular, FCM 

allowed CMA to reach significantly higher sensitivity than CM in the setting of mature B-

/T-cell neoplasms, in which lymphocytes frequently display typical pathological phenotype 

patterns while looking reactive at morphology. Instead, in the setting of acute myeloid 

leukemia and related precursor neoplasms, where typical morphology of blast cells is 

much more identifiable, FCM and CM equally contributed to CMA sensitivity. 

Evidence has been provided that CM evaluation of CSF is still essential in selected cases  

[2,3,5-8,10,11]. In our study, the setting in which CM retained a diagnostic advantage as 

compared to FCM was represented by very hypocellular samples, i.e. those samples in 

which FCM acquired less than 220 leukocyte events. In this case, CMA retained 

significantly higher sensitivity than FCM due to CM contribution. Only positive 

morphologic assessment reliably predicted CNS disease, as suggested by high positive 

predictive value. On the basis of previous data, in our study population the eight cases 
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with uncertain CM, each of them drawn in the follow-up setting, were considered positive 

for hematologic malignancy localization [1]. Comparison with retrospective clinical 

outcome demonstrated seven out of these eight to be true positive cases, so that such 

diagnostic approach increased CM sensitivity to the detritment of a mild impairment in 

specificity. Interestingly, in six out of these seven true positive cases immunophenotype 

could evaluate up to 300 leukocyte events. Therefore, although uncertain morphologic 

findings have been demonstrated to be definitively negative in the screening setting, they 

are likely to retain a more incisive diagnostic role in the evaluation of samples drawn in 

the aftermath  [5].  

In conclusion, FCM is confirmed to be the best diagnostic tool for detecting neoplastic 

cells in CSF from patients with hematologic malignancy, regardless the clinical setting. 

However, diagnostic advantage is obtained by combining FCM results with morphologic 

ones. The latter might be essential especially in evaluating clinically positive, nearly 

acellular follow-up samples. 
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 Table 1. Distribution of 227 Cerebrospinal Fluid Samples according to Clinical Setting 

 Number of Samples (%) 

  
Suspected Hematological Malignancy  6 (2.6) 
  
Disclosed Hematological Malignancy (WHO) 221 (97.4) 

  
   At Diagnosis 55 (24.2) 
  
      Precursor Lymphoid Neoplasms 4 

  
         B Lymphoblastic Leukemia/Lymphoma, NOS 1 
         B Lymphoblastic Leukemia/Lymphoma with Recurrent Genetic Abnormalities 1 
         T Lymphoblastic Leukemia/Lymphoma 2 
  
      Mature B-/T-Cell Lymphoid Neoplasms 48 
  
         Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia/Small Lymphocytic Lymphoma 2 
         B-Cell Lymphoma, Unclassifiable, with Features Intermediate between DLBCL and BL 3 
         BL 1 
         DLBCL NOS 24 
         Follicular Lymphoma 2 
         Mantle Cell Lymphoma 2 
         Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma NOS 6 
         Plasma Cell Myeloma 1 
         T Cell/Hystiocyte-Rich Large B Cell Lymphoma 2 
         Mature B-Cell Lymphoid Neoplasm, Unclassifiable 5 
  
      Acute Myeloid Leukemias and Related Precursor Neoplasms 2 
  
         Acute Monoblastic Leukemia 1 
         Blastic Plasmacytoid Dendritic Cell Neoplasm 1 
  
      Myelodysplastic syndromes 1 
  
         Refractory Anemia with Excess Blasts 1 
  
   During Follow-Up 166 (73.1) 
  
      Precursor Lymphoid Neoplasms 66 
  
         B Lymphoblastic Leukemia/Lymphoma NOS 31 
         B Lymphoblastic Leukemia/Lymphoma with Recurrent Genetic Abnormalities 25 
         T Lymphoblastic Leukemia/Lymphoma 10 
  
      Mature B-/T-Cell Lymphoid Neoplasms 81 
  
         B-Cell Lymphoma, Unclassifiable, with Features Intermediate between DLBCL and BL 12 
         BL 3 
         DLBCL NOS 49 
         Follicular Lymphoma 1 
         Lymphoplasmacytic Lymphoma 1 
         Nodal Marginal Zone Lymphoma 1 
         Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma NOS 11 
         Plasma Cell  Myeloma 1 
         Primary DLBCL of the CNS 1 
         Mature B-Cell Lymphoid Neoplasm, Unclassifiable 1 
  
      Acute Myeloid Leukemias and Related Precursor Neoplasms 18 
  
         Acute Monoblastic Leukemia 3 
         Acute Myeloid Leukemia with Recurrent Genetic Abnormalities 1 
         Acute Myelomonocytic Leukemia 1 
         Acute Promyelocitic Leukemia 12 
         Blastic Plasmacytoid Dendritic Cell Neoplasm 1 
  
      Myeloproliferative Neoplasms 1 
  
         Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia 1 
  

 BL: Burkitt Lymphoma; DLBCL: Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma; NOS: Not Otherwise Specified 
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 Table 2. Cerebrospinal Fluids Positive for Hematological Malignancy according to Retrospective Clinical  
Outcome 

 Number of Samples (%) 

  
Suspected Hematological Malignancy (n=6) 0 
  
Disclosed Hematological Malignancy (n=221)  64 (29) 
  
   At Diagnosis (n=55) 11 (20) 
  
   During Follow-Up (n=166) 53 (32) 
  
      According to Treatment Schedule (n=124) 25 (20) 
  
      Relapse Suspected (n=19) 14 (74) 
  
      Progression Suspected (n=23) 14 (61) 
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Table 3: FCM and CM Results on 227 CSF Samples, Compared with Retrospective  Clinical Outcome 

Clinical 
Assessment 

Concordant 
CM and FCM (n=181) 

 Discordant 
CM and FCM (n=32) 

 Partial 
CM and/or FCM (n=14) 

FCM - 
CM - 

 FCM + 
CM + 

 FCM - 
CM + 

 FCM + 
CM - 

 FCM - 
CM ne 

 FCM + 
CM ne 

 CM - 
FCM ne 

 CM + 
FCM ne 

 CM ne 
FCM ne 

 
Negative  
 

145 
 

1 
 

1 
 

9 
  

6 
  

0 
  

1 
  

0 
  

0 

 
Positive  
   

9 
 

26 
 

5 
 

17 
  

1 
  

1 
  

0 
  

2 
 

  
3 

    CM: Cytomorphology; CSF: Cerebrospinal Fluid; FCM: Flow Cytometry; ne: Not Evaluable 
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Table 4. Immunophenotype Findings in 9 Cases of False Positive Fow Cytometry (and True Negative Cytomorphology) according to 
Retrospective Clinical Outcome  

#  Clinical Setting  Immunophenotype 
 

N° of + Events 
(% of CD45

+
 Cells) 

 
Post-Hoc Findings 

1  CLL/SLL, Screening  CD5
+
CD19

+
CD23

+
 Cells  82 (17.4)  Negative MRI; CNS symptoms classified as not disease-related (ataxia) 

2  CLL/SLL, Screening  CD5
+
CD19

+
CD23

+
 Cells  24 (10.9)  Negative MRI; CNS symptoms classified as not disease-related (ataxia) 

3  DLBCL NOS, Screening  CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
SSC

++ 
Cells  20 (10.5)  No CNS Signs/Symptoms for 15 Months after Lumbar Puncture 

4  T Lymphoblastic L/L, 
Screening  

 CD2
-
CD3

-
CD5

-
CD7

±
 CD34

±
CD45

±
 Cells  10 (20)  No CNS Signs/Symptoms for 6  Months after Lumbar Puncture 

5  DLBCL NOS, Relapse  CD19
+
CD20

+
CD79a

+
 Cells  8 (5)  No CNS Signs/Symptoms for 11 Months after Lumbar Puncture 

6  B Lymphoblastic L/L with 
Recurrent Genetic 
Abnormalities, Follow-up 
According to Schedule 

 CD10
+
CD20

+
CD34

+
CD45

-
 Cells  7 (2.1)  No CNS Signs/Symptoms for 15 Months after Lumbar Puncture 

7  B Lymphoblastic L/L NOS, 
Follow-up According to 
Schedule 

 CD10
+
CD20

+
CD34

+
CD45

±
 Cells  7 (5.5)  No CNS Signs/Symptoms for 5 Months after Lumbar Puncture 

8  DLBCL NOS, Follow-up 
According to Schedule 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
SSC

++
Cells  9.5 (12.8)  No CNS Signs/Symptoms for 14 Months after Lumbar Puncture 

9  PTC Lymphoma NOS, 
Follow-up According to 
Schedule 

 CD2
+
CD3

+
CD4

+
CD5

+
CD7

+
CD8

+
 Cells  7 (5)  Polyclonal TCR by Molecular Biology 

CLL/SLL: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia/Small Lymphocytic Lymphoma; CNS: Central Nervous System; DLBCL: Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma; 
L/L: Leukemia/Lymphoma; MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging; NHL: Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma; NOS: Not Otherwise Specified; PTC: Peripheral T-
Cell; SSC: Side Scatter;  TCR: T-Cell Receptor 
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Table 5. CSF Samples in Which Flow Cytometry Led to True Positive Results in the Presence of Benign Cytomorphologic Diagnosis  

Clinical Setting  Immunophenotype 
 N° of + Events 

(% of CD45
+
 Cells) 

 
Definitive Retrospective 

Clinical Assessment 

Acute Monoblastic Leukemia 
(Staging) 

 CD13
+
CD14

-
CD34

+
CD56

+
CD45

±
 

Blasts 
 6 (5)  CNS localization; Positive MRI; 

CNS Symptoms 

Acute Monoblastic Leukemia 
(Follow-up) 

 CD13
+
CD14

-
CD34

+
CD56

+
CD45

±
 

Blasts 
 12 (4)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

B Cell Lymphoblastic L/L 
NOS (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
CD45

±
 Blasts  76 (10)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

B Cell Lymphoblastic L/L, 
NOS (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
CD45

±
 Blasts  7 (3.2)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

B Cell Lymphoblastic L/L, 
NOS (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
CD34

-
CD45

±
 

Blasts 
 667 (57)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

B Cell Lymphoblastic L/L, 
NOS (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
CD34

-
CD45

±
 

Blasts 
 13 (2)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI 

B-Cell Lymphoma, 
unclassifiable, with Features 
Intermediate between 
DLBCL and BL (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
HLA-DR

+
CD45

±
 

Lymphocytes 
 144 (89.4)  CNS Relapse; Positive MRI 

B-Cell Lymphoma, 
unclassifiable, with Features 
Intermediate between 
DLBCL and BL (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
HLA-DR

+
CD45

±
 

Lymphocytes 
 100 (62)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

CNS Symptoms 

B-Cell Lymphoma, 
unclassifiable, with Features 
Intermediate between 
DLBCL and BL (Follow-up) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
HLA-DR

+
CD45

±
 

Lymphocytes 
 45 (17.2)  CNS Progression; Positive MRI; 

CNS Symptoms 

DLBCL, NOS (Staging)  CD10
+
CD19

+
 Lymphocytes  70 (8.5)  CNS localization; Positive MRI 

DLBCL, NOS (Follow-up)  CD10
+
CD19

+
CD34

-
 Lymphocytes  315 (73.5)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

DLBCL, NOS (Follow-up)  CD10
+
CD19

+
HLA-DR

+
 Lymphocytes  6 (1.6)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

DLBCL, NOS (Follow-up)  CD10
+
CD19

+
HLA-DR

+
 Lymphocytes  180 (28)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

DLBCL, NOS (Follow-up)  CD10
+
CD19

+
HLA-DR

+
 Lymphocytes  19 (15)  Residual Meningeal Disease; 

Positive MRI; CNS Symptoms 

Follicular Lymphoma 
(Staging) 

 CD10
+
CD19

+
CD20

+
k

+ 
Lymphocytes  111 (5)  Progressive Disease; Deceased 

Peripheral T Cell 
Lymphoma, NOS (Staging) 

 CD2
+
CD3

+
CD4

-
CD5

+
CD7

+
CD8

+
  

Lymphocytes  
 13 (2)  CNS Localization; CNS 

Symptoms 

Peripheral T Cell 
Lymphoma, NOS (Follow-
up) 

 CD2
+
CD3

-
CD5

+
CD7

+
 Lymphocytes  297 (100)  CNS Localization; Monoclonal 

TCR by Molecular Biology 

BL: Burkitt Lymphoma; CNS: Central Nervous System; CSF: Cerebrospinal Fluid; DLBCL: Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma; L/L: Leukemia/Lymphoma; 
MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging; NOS: Not Otherwise Specified; TCR: T-Cell Receptor. 
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Table 6. Inter-Method Comparisons of Accuracy in the Analysis of Cerebrospinal Fluids and their Subsets 

 N°  % Sensitivity (95% CI)  % Specificity (95% CI)  % PPV (95% CI)  % NPV (95% CI)  P-Value* 

            
All           <.0001 
   Cytomorphology

2
 208  65.8 (48.6-80.4)  93.8 (88.9-97)  71.4 (53.7-85.4)  92.1 (86.9-95.7)   

   Flow Cytometry 221  74.6 (61.6-85)  93.8 (88.9-97)  81.5 (68.6-90.7)  91 (85.6-94.9)   
   Combined Method

0
 224  83.6 (71.9-91.8)  93.3 (88.2-96.6)  82.3 (70.5-90.8)  93.8 (88.9-97)   

            
New diagnosis, Relapse, Progression           .2036 
   Cytomorphology 85  67.4 (49-81.4)  98 (89.6-100)  96 (79.6-99.9)  80.6 (68.6-89.6)   
   Flow Cytometry 90  75.7 (58.8-88.2)  88.7 (77-95.7)  82.4 (65.5-93.2)  83 (71.7-92.4)   
   Combined Method 92  81.6 (65.7-92.3)  88.9 (77.4-95.8)  83.8 (68-93.8)  87.3 (75.5-94.7)   
            
Follow-Up according to schedule           <.0001 
   Cytomorphology

2
 117  39.1 (19.7-61.5)  99 (94.6.100)  90 (55.5-99.7)  87.6 (80.1-93.1)   

   Flow Cytometry 125  72.7 (49.8-89.3)  96.1 (90.4-98.9)  80 (56.3-94.3)  94.3 (88-97.9)   
   Combined Method

0
 126  87 (66.4-97.2)  95.1 (89-98.4)  80 (59.3-93.2)  97 (91.6-99.4)   

            
Mature B-/T-Cell Neoplasm           .0021 

   Cytomorphology
2
 120  52.8 (35.5-69.6)  98.9 (93.9-100)  95 (75.1-99.9)  83.8 (75.3-90.3)   

   Flow Cytometry 127  77.1 (59.9-89.6)  92.4 (84.9-96.9)  79.4 (62.1-91.5)  91.4 (83.8-96.2)   
   Combined Method

0
 128  83.3 (67.2-93.6)  92.4 (84.9-96.9)  81.1 (64.8-92)  93.4 (86.2-97.5)   

            
Precursor Lymphoid Neoplasm           .0656 
   Cytomorphology 61  54.5 (23.4-83.3)  98.1 (89.9-100)  85.7 (42.1-99.6)  91.2 (80.7-97.1)   
   Flow Cytometry 66  76.9 (46.2-95)  94.3 (84.3-98.8)  76.9 (46.2-95)  94.3 (84.3-98.8)   
   Combined Method 67  84.6 (54.6-98.1)  92.6 (82.1-97.9)  73.3 (44.9-92.2)  96.2 (86.8-99.5)   
            
Previous Intrathecal Therapy           <.0001 
   Cytomorphology

2
 131  57.5 (40.9-73)  99 (99.4-100)  95.8 (78.9-99.9)  85 (77-91)   

   Flow Cytometry 139  72.5 (56.1-85.4)  94.9 (88.6-98.3)  85.3 (68.9-95)  89.5 (82-94.7)   
   Combined Method

0
 141  85.7 (71.5-94.6)  93.9 (87.3-97.7)  85.7 (71.5-94.6)  93.9 (87.3-97.7)   

            
AML and Related Precursor Neoplasm           .0574 
   Cytomorphology 18  66.7 (34.9-90.1)  100 (54.1-100)  100 (63.1-100)  60 (26.2-87.8)   
   Flow Cytometry 19  63.6 (30.8-89.1)  100 (63.1-100)  100 (59-100)  66.7 (34.9-90.1)   
   Combined Method 20  83.3 (51.6-97.9)  100 (63.1-100)  100 (69.2-100)  80 (44.4-97.5)   
            

Acquired CD45
+
 Cells  220           .0043 

   Cytomorphology 138  43.5 (23.2-65.6)  99.2 (95.4-100)  90.9 (58.7-99.8)  90.2 (83.7-94.7)   
   Flow Cytometry

2
 145  31.8 (13.9-54.9)  95.1 (89.7-98.2)  53.8 (25.1-80.8)  88.6 (82-93.5)   

   Combined Method
1
 148  58.3 (36.6-77.9)  94.4 (88.7-97.7)  66.7 (43-85.4)  92.1 (86-96.2)   

            

Acquired CD45
+
 Cells > 220           .0065 

   Cytomorphology
1, 2

 67  65.7 (47.8-80.9)  97.1 (85.1-99.9)  95.8 (78.9-99.9)  73.9 (58.9-85.7)   
   Flow Cytometry

0
 73  100 (90.3-100)  89.2 (74.6-97)  90 (76.3-97.2)  100 (89.4-100)   

   Combined Method
0
 73  100 (90.3-100)  89.2 (74.6-97)  90 (76.3-97.2)  100 (89.4-100)   

            

AML: Acute Myeloid Leukemia; CI: Confidence Interval; NPV: Negative Predictive value; PPV: Positive Predictive 
Value. 
* Test (with Chi2 Distribution) Comparing the Receiver Operating Characteristic curves of  Sensitivity and Specificity. 
0,1,2

 Post-hoc Comparisons: Significant Differences after Bonferroni Correction (p<.017): 
0
 vs Cytomorphology; 

1
 vs Flow 

Cytometry; 
2
 vs Combined method 

 


